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MAX Report Viewer 

Multi functional command-line Report Viewer for Crystal Reports 

The MAX Report Viewer by Velthoven Consulting can be used by command-line to show, print, save as 

file or email Crystal Reports. If you specify a Crystal Report as command-line the report will open 

automatically,  you do not have to specify a MAX Company, the active MAX Company will be used by 

the report viewer. In the Tools Menu Setup you can add Crystal Reports to the Tools menu option of any 

MAX module, for an end user it will look as if the customer Crystal Report is part of the standard MAX 

Module. 

Command-line options 
The parameters for the VC MAX Report Viewer are: 

 Crystal Report, Example: "C:\EXACT\RMCLIENT\EFW\ENGPRT.RPT" 

 Selection Formula, Example: "{Part_Master.PRTNUM_01} = '11000'" 

 Formulas and/or Parameters, Example: "RangeBy='Part is 11000';Include_Description2=1;" 

 Output Printer, Example: "Printer:\\WorkPC\Canon MX330" 

 Output to File (PDF or XML): Example: “File:C:\Engineering Reports\[Date]\ENGRPT.xml” 

If the folder or file name replacement Lyrics can be used: Date, Company Name, User Name. 

 Output to Email: Example: “Email:info@velthovenconsulting.com” 

If the email has been sent an SQL Query can be run toorganize that an email is sent once for a 

specific situation. 

 Number of copies 

 

Example of a complete command: 

C:\EXACT\RMCLIENT\EFW\VCMAXReportViewer.exe "C:\EXACT\RMCLIENT\EFW\EN 

GPRT.RPT" "{Part_Master.PRTNUM_01} = '11000'" "RangeBy='Part is 11000';Include_ 

Description2=1;" “File:C:\Engineering Report [Date].xml” 

 

Upload to Synergy 

The VC MAX Report Viewer has functionality of uploading a crystal report which is printed to upload it 

to Exact Synergy at the same time. For the Synergy Upload by the VC MAX Report Viewer the Synergy 

Integration in MAX has to be enabled and correctly configured. 

 

The functionality of the document upload is similar like the standard Exact MAX upload functionality, 

the document is first uploaded to Exact Synergy and is then shown in the Report Viewer. Through 

formula fields in the crystal report the uplad can be configured: Document Type ID, Security Level, 

Account, Subject,.. 

 

Front end for Number of Copies 
A front end is avavalable for the MAX 

Report Viewer to specify the number of 

copies. The front end can also chose for a 

single or multiple print jobs. With multiple 

print jobs a sequential number can be 

printed on each print out. 
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The front end is made flexible and can be 

extended with a selection for Part Numbers, Bol 

Tracking Number, Shop Order,….  

 

The selected range is passed to the report through 

formulas StartWith and EndWith. 

 

The individual selected items are passed to the 

report through a formula Individual. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Font end for Purchase Order Receipts 
 

The Purchase Order Receipts in the Transaction History will be shown in the grid. For lot controlled Parts 

the Lot, Expiration Date and MAX ID from the Lot Tracking History will be shown. 

 

The date range is 

defaulted to the 

current date and 

can be modified. 

 

A part range can 

be entered, when 

the Part range is 

empty all Parts 

will be included. 

 

The selected 

Purchase Order 

Receipts are filled 

in a temporary 

Report Extact file 

and the crystal 

report can be 

printed based on 

the temporary 

Report Extact file. 
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